Highlights:
1. Generator of tree types of clean energy (solar, wind and kinetic)
The principal concept is to use all the surfaces to exploit the
maximum of the sculpture dimension, form and volume.
The windmill blades and the Photovoltaic Cells technology
make self-sufficient energy for the building infrastructure (elevators, illuminations, commercials stores, etc.).
Interaction and inspiration for the visitor (kinetic solution) hypothetically is the most rentable energy, produced with the human
will and power from a Piezoelectric Harvester that is installed in
special screens in all walking ramps and platforms (floors). Any
pressure on the surface will exert mechanical force and be captured electronically. The approximate speculation is that in ideal
conditions , roughly estimated, will generate around
125-175kWh, but it will depend of the visitors and people who
wants to be a part of the project .
2. Motivational community aspects
Considering that the idea is based on the human resource and
participation to generate the rentable clean energy, it is assumed that the local and touristic community will be motivated
to put some effort to respond the challenge, including for educational characters.
3. Walking ramps and the platforms with simple access, many
balconies and benches
The planned artwork is an interactive space with 5 floors and
platforms, almost 25000m2 (24720) of surface for walking, entertainment and relaxation that permits lots of panoramic landscape views of the city.
4. The exercise place
All the walking and resting zones are stairways free so they
have the option for trotting and bicycling. There is also the
option to install some sport equipment and facilities.
5. Commercial possibilities
In a 9200m2 of floors area is imaginable to organize and invest
in few small restaurants, cafeterias, souvenir stores, bookstores, greenhouses, etc.
6. New national symbol
A contemporary sculpture that is formally recognizing Denmark
tradition and future projection.
7. Touristic attraction
Building an original and new symbol of Copenhagen is possible
to develop all kind of different manifestations, festivals and
events: light shows, pyrotechnic show, artistic exhibitions, different kind of competitions and contests.
8. Environmental impact
A cohesive and congruent sculpture element, contemplating
that the materials are made from simple structure, even with the
vast dimension, the artwork will be visually light and it will incorporate at the landscape and urban image. The sculpture
does not generate negative emissions to the environment.
1. 350-500 visitors per hour during 8 hours per day, approximate 1 000 000-1 400 000 in the first
year from inauguration
2. Example: The Eiffel Tower has 7 000 000 of visitors per year, around 20000 per day.
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